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PHOTO-ELASTICITY FOR ENGINEERS. 
D.Sc., F.R.S. 
THE author remembers hearing a story, which he hopes is 
untrue, of an eminent man who was delighted bemuse a brilliant 
scientific discovery, which he had made, appeared to him to be 
incapable of a practical application. Nowadays there can be very 
few, if any, who entertain such views, for the circumstances of the 
times have impreesed upon us the great importance of discoveries, 
which may possibly make for the well-being and benefit of man- 
kind. The future problems of reconstruction arc before all eyes, 
and it is an imperative newsity that the nations shall be able to 
live happily and comfortably in accordance with the standards of 
modern civilisation. There is a strong feeling that scientifio dis- 
coveries must help in the solution of the many difficulties in which 
we are placed owing to a long and cruel mar, which is impotsing 
such an immense strain on all nations. 
The eminent philosopher, and our oountryman, Sir David 
Brewster, ~ v a s  the very opposite of the eminent man mentioned 
abovc, f(Jr as boon as he found that certain materials could be made 
to shoii tho effect of a load to the eye, he at  once thought of 
possible applications, and one of his earliest suggestions was that 
the stresses in an arch might be determined by the aid of a glam 
model loaded in any required manner. A simple model, cut from 
a transparent plate, serves to illustmte the idea of Brewster, and 
it will be observed that when the arch is loaded and p l m d  in the 
beam of a lantern it shows brilliant colours, and these latter afford a 
clue to the internal stress when interpreted according to the laws 
of behaviour of stressed materials. 
Before discussing thew laws it may, however, be useful to form 
an idea, even if an imperfect one, of the nature of the light 
employed to reveal the stresses in the material. Electro-magnetio 
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theory shows that a beam of light is a very complex phenomenon. 
involviiig electric and magnetic waves vibrating transversely to 
the path of the beam, but i f  only one wave system is considened 
for the sake of simplicity, an idea of the nature of light may be 
gained, which will suffice for the purposes of the moment. With 
this simplifying assumption, therefore, an ordinary beam of light 
may be regarded as mnsisting of waves transverse to the direction 
of the beam, tramlling with immense velocity and vibrating in 
all possible transverse planes. If such a beam is passed through a 
loaded transparent body there appears to be no effect whatever, 
and in fact its compoisite nature masks the selective action going 
on in the stressed matcrial. If, however, a bead of light is pro: 
duced in which all tfansverse vibrations are restrided to one 
plane, then colour effeats can be made visible. The most con- 
venient way of obtaining such a beam is to pays the light obtained 
from a projecting lantern through a prism of Iceland spar out in 
FIG. 1 
a special manner devised by Nicol. This form o f  prism A (Fig. 1) 
has a selective action, and only allows transverse vibrations to pass 
through it parallel to its principal plane. The intensity of the 
beam is reduced to one-half, but this is not an important matter 
when an electric arc lantern is used. If now a beam B possessing 
this unilateral or plane polarised property is passed through a 
plate C streqsed in its own plane, a further selective action bakes 
place. I n  its passage through the stressed medium it is divided 
into two plane polarised waves having directions corresponding 
to those of the principal stresses at any given point, and therefore 
two plane polarised waves D and E piass away from the plato 
having wave systems perpendicular to each other and in the direc- 
tions of the maximnm and minimuurn stresses p and q respectively. 
Furthermore, each wave is retarded in its passage by mounts  
depending on thc magnitudes of p and 41, and relatively to each 
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other them is established a lag of differenoe of phase proportional 
to p-q. As the wave systems are traubverse and mutually per- 
pendicular there is no interference and no optical effect is observed, 
but if components of both waves are selectcd, which are in tho 
same plane, interference takes place and colour effectu are the? 
observed. This selection is most readily carried out by interposing 
a second Nicol’s prism F with its principal plane at  right angle8 
to the first, and if white light is used those brilliant colour effects 
are obtained with which we are familiar. 
Nearly all transparent substances exhibit brilliant colours under 
stress, and experiment proves that the retardation R, between the 
two wave systems mentioned above, is proportional to the differenw 
of the maximum and minimum principal stresses at  a point, and 
it is therefore important to pemember that the pictures thrown on 
the screen represent these stresses in this definite way, sinoe a 
successful interpretation of the internal forces called into play 
must appeal to this fundamental law. I n  addition the phase 
difference depends on the thickness t of the medium used, and also 
upon its nature, ’io that we may mrite down tlic law of optiaal 
effect very simply in the form 
R = c(p-q)t 
where R is the rctardation or phase difference, 
p is the maximum principal stress, 
q is the minimum principal stress, 
t is the thickness of tho specimen, and 
c is an optical constant. 
For most practical purposes this fundamental law may be 
accepted as representing the facts for materials used in this kind 
of investigation I t  has been aocurately tested for many kinds 
of glass and showii to be substantially correct. For other materials 
there is not the same detailed experimental evidence, but what 
there is seems to confirm the truth of this simple statement. A 
criticism is often made concerning the results of experiments with 
transparent materials which may be conveniently referred to at 
the outset. Doubts are sometimw expressed as to whether the 
stresses memured in transparent materials have a bearing on 
iimilar problems when the material is a metal and opaque. 
I t  has been the author’s privilege on more than one o m i o n  to 
&ow that, within the limits of experimental error, the stresees 
determined in metals by strain measurements, and in transparent 
COK K H . c 
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materials by optical ineasureiiients agree substantially in case3 
where an effective aomparisoii can be made, and moreover that, 
where the theory of elasticity affords a solution, both kinds of 
experiment agree with calculations, so far as these can be applied 
tQ materials which do not plossess elastic properties in the per- 
fection which mathematicians assume. 
As regards optical materials, if it  is permitted to hope that 
optical experiments will eventually furiiish further information 
conccriiing stress distribution in materials which change from an 
elastic to a plastic condition under load, as happens in some of 
the metals used by engineers, then it is clearly desirable to experi- 
ment with materials like nitro-cellulose, which possess similar pro- 
perties and give load extension diagrams of a similar kind. If, 
on the other hand, brittle materials like cast-iron and wt-steel 
are in question, then glass is an excellent transparent material for 
experiment, espeoially as it is mystdine and very brittle. There 
are in fact good peasons for  our choice in each case, and also some 
other considerations which have not perhaps received the attention 
they deserve. 
It has usually been assumed that all materials which obey the 
generabed Hooke’s law have developed in them, under load, stress 
systems which are independent of the elastic moduli, but this 
is not always so. If loads are iinpjolsed upon a body with a single 
boundary the stress system is indepondent of elastic constmu, 
but i f  the body p esses inore than one bouiidaip. and is what 
is called innltiply-connected, then it is necessary, as Mitch~ell* 
h w  proved, that the resultant of the applied forces over each 
boundary shall vanish separately in ortler that the stress qysteins 
shall be independent of elastic inodiili. 
This is often not the case in practical problems, and a correc- 
tion may therefore be necessary, when the stresses obtained with 
a tramparent material are used for another material Thus, for 
example, the stress syskm obtained in a plane section of a Tce 
headed bolt would need no corrertioii, hut the stress in an ej-e 
bolt model would be somewhat modified when applied to a metal 
bolt, since it has loads applied to its exterior contour which :ire 
balanced by other load8 applied at an interior contour, and neither 
* “ O n  the Dirert Determination of Stress in an Elastic Solid, with 
J. H. Michell, Proc. Lond. Math. Application to the Theory of Plates.” 
soc., 1‘01. XXXI. 
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resultant vanishes separately. The connecting rod of an  engine 
affords another example of B ~in6la.r kind. If, however, the model 
is made of glass the mrreetion would not be imporbnt, because 
the elastic constants of the material approximate tz~ those of 
metals, but for nitro-cellulose the correction may be worth taking 
into account in very accurate work. 
A great deal of information may be gained from o p t i d  
measurements with little difficulty, and especially interesting 
examples are afforded by contour or edge stresses, where, 
t ++JJJ .  
FIQ. 2. 
in general, the problem is quite simple, since, with the possible 
exoeption of points of application of loads, the principal stromes 
have directions parallel to and perpendicular to the contour, and 
the stress normal to the mntour i8 zero, except at points of appli- 
tation of a load. 
The tangential Stress is therefore tho only possible stress, and 
the latter may be readily determined by comparing t.lie colour 
at any point with that shown on a tension or compression member, 
whieh latter member may be most conveniently placed alongside, 
c 2  
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or better still across, the contour and stressed until the most intense 
black field possible is produced. If the comparison member 
is out from the same plate th’en the combination is equivalent 
to a. pair of e q d  principal skrwses at right angles, and if b e  
load on the comparison member is known, the stress at the chosen 
point of the model is determined. 
An example which serves to illustrate this oase is afforded by 
the s t m w s  developed at  the eontours of a simple tension member 
with a central hole therein, Fig. 2 .  An examination of such a 
case shows that the stressos rhe to  their maximum values at the 
pointe A and B of the crow-sedion through the centre of the 
hb, and the stress at A is very much greater than that at 13. At 
the exterior contour the stress intensity, as indicated, soon reaches 
FIG. 3. 
its n o d  value t.he distance from B increwes, but the change 
is much more rapid along the interior of the hole, the stress 
finally changee sign, and a moderate m u n t  of compression stress 
is developed at the points where the oentne line of the tensiion 
member interse& the hole. 
Another example which i5 perhaps of more interest, although 
it will be seen at once that the experiment is defective, 
the stmw distribution at the j unhon  of the web of a crank 
with .the ahaft. The defect lies in the fact that the model is a 
flat bas cut from a plate and for the sake of simplicity ig not 
modelled in the mund at the ahaft. This avoids the difficulty of 
varying thicknew of a circular mmnber, and with it the disper- 
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eion produced by curved sides. The dispersive effeot may be 
overmm, however, by imrneiwing the model in a liquid of the 
same refractive index. 
Fig. 3 ehows the general arrangement of this experiment on 
a model of a crankshaft, one eiid of which is securely clamped, 
and the other is loaded by weights A hanging from a stirrup B. 
FIG. 4. F I G .  5 .  
The polariscope shows that the jundions of the crank web with 
the crank pin and main shaft are the places which experience 
severe stresses, and attention is therefore particularly directed 
to them in Figs. 4 and 5 .  Th,e stresses are measured by 
setting a tension member across the contour, or along it 
according as the stmas is tension or compression, and adjusting 
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the load upon this odibrating manbter until a black field is pro- 
d u d ,  which latter denote8 equality of stress in both specimens. 
The stresses so determined for applied loads of one and two units 
rwpe&mly axe shown in Figs. 4 and 5,  in  which the lines per- 
pendicular to the contour mark the stress magnitudes. 
It is interesting to note that, in  each clam, the maximum stress 
is found to be at  a point in  the mntour of the fillet, not quite 
symmaetrically placed with respect to the horizontal and vertical 
lim Qf the shaft, but rather gearer the vertioal. The maximum 
&r- me also considerably more than those. obtained by aal- 
oulation on the amumption that the crank web is subjected to 
banding moment due to the applied loads. 
The use of a special tension member to calibrate the strew 
difference balues lp - 4 is often attended by the diffioulty of bringing 
the member close enough up to the model under examination to 
annul the colour at  a determined point. This is a purely mecha- 
nical problem conditioned by the stressing apparatus employed, 
and in some of the problems examined lately, it  has been neces- 
sary to devise a procedure which renders this juxtaposition 
unnecessary. 
I n  these cases advantage is taken of the fact that with white 
light fr0m.a lantern, the change of colour from brick-red to purple 
is accomplished by a change of about four per cent of the stress, 
and the mean stress at this transition stage is determined by experi- 
ments on the calibration members. The corresponding changes 
for the colour schemes of the second and higher orders are also 
determined within the limits of elasticity of the material 
I f  now the model is stressed by successive increments of load, 
a series of well-defined bands are produced, brick-red on one side 
and purple on the other, and these bands give the values of the 
stress difference p - q on the model If any section is taken inter- 
secting these curves, it is a simple matter of proportion to plot 
the stress-differences for any load within the limits of the experi- 
ments. This method is of general application, and is especially 
useful for determining contour stresses, since the intersections of 
these bands with an edge give the stress at the edge, provided this 
latter is not loaded directly. If, however, an external force ie 
applied at this place, its intensity must be a;llowed for. 
Examples of contour stresses like thc foregoing might be 
multiplied indefinitely, and although their intrinsic interest may 
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be considerable, the? do nut piesent aiiy f urtlicr difficult) t?\mpt 
111 o u e s  whole they rrquirc ni~~ii~ireiiieiit at lie poiiits of applim- 
tion of a load. This further d e w i o p l c n t  i s  merely a particdaz 
( a w  ot tlic general pi~oblcin of tlir deterininatioii of the stress pt 
aiiy point of the interior, ;&rid this may now be considered I t  
cannot; iiow be assuinod that either prinoipd stress is zero, nor 
are their diyectioas known, but these latter are easily obtah3d 
by looking through the hessed speoinien when plaoed between 
crossed Nicol's prisms, wlicreby all the placaes where tlic direc- 
tions of priiicipal stress are parallel to the principal planes of the 
pr i sm are made visible If the specimen is turned roiiiid in 
the field of view thest. diiections can be detcrmintvl at  every 
lloint and are readily plotted for furtliri. referrncp 
The only p r o h l m i  nliicli remaiiii is to tlobemiinc the ~iiagiiitiids 
of each prinripal stress p and q A s  we ham seen, both these 
strssseis have an inflnriite upon thc rolour sclicnie in the polari- 
scope depending upon tlie paiticular cornbination p - q,  and 
further data are thewfore iiec ary to detrrininc the iiia,giiitudes 
of each. Before describing one 01 twu boJutionS it mag be useful 
t30 1.ernark that the rolouii ohservd in the polarisiopc may be 
% m y  misleading if not rightly interppeted Pior example, i f  the 
lirincipal stresses at  a point are equal and like, their effects 
iieutralise one another and the dark field produced by rlie cmsseid 
Xiool's prisms is unchanged altlioitgli tho stress is ooniiclerable. 
l i  again the stresses are eqiial and uiililce and either givc 
effect which iiiay be, for example, the well marked blue tint 
illown in most spenimens when white light is employed, then 
h t * h  together will produce a similar tint but of a higher order, 
and ~ Q I ,  always rcadily distiiiguishablo from one of a lowcr order 
:I, ithont further cxnrnination Suc>h apparent auornal ies :ire how- 
e i ~ r  not 80 iii ieality since they all follo\v the law o f  
diikeilenoe effect, and they nould not be worth mentioning had 
not experience .;lion 11 that judgiiient of strcss intensity bv d o u r  
effcnt is apt to be somewhat confusing if the eye i s  not asoisbed 
by accurate measurement 
J t  has already been shown Chat black bands shorn thrmselvefi 
oil a stressed specimen viewed in a polariscope and thxt they 
change their position and their shapo when the object 1s rotated 
in the field of view Those black bands have interestiiig pro- 
perties, in that they are quite visible at very low strcsses, and {hey 
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are independent of both the stress intensity and the optical oo- 
efficient of the material. 
The author’s colleague, Professor Filon, has shown* that if 
the stress aonditioii is known aocurately at a few points there 
isoclinic bands enable the stress distribution to be determined 
coiiipletely, and he ha8 proved by these means that his theoretical 
investigations? on the stresses in  a rectangular beam are sub- 
stantially correct. A detailed account of this method would take 
tm long, but i t  is important to  note that the independenee o€ 
streels intensity and opticlal oonshnt make the isoclinic lines of 
great value, especially in verifying theoretical calculations, bmed 
on the mumption of the generalised Hooke’s law. 
Anothei method of sepalrating the  values of p and q utilisea 
the difference value p - q and the inclination 8 of the di~eotion 
of major prinoipal stms. 
If we talm any point x, y in the plate and consider the stresses 
on planee parallel to any pair of rectangular axes and passing 
through the point x, y, then in the usual stress notation of Rankine 
we have the normal stresses p,,, pYu, on the elements Q, dx, 
and the shear stress p Z y  connected by the relations 
The valuw of pq and 0 are determined for a sufficient number 
of points along lines passing through the point x, y and drawn 
parallel to the axes and terminatiug at a boundary. A aumma-  
tion of pLy along these lines obtained from equation (2) will then 
give values of p,., p , ,  from the relations 
]J<.L 2 - . / ~ ( ~ p q / ~ ~ ) . ~ z + C ~  I ‘  . 3 
p y y  = -s (Spy,/~z).dy+c2 
where a, and cz represent values of p,, and pyv  at the boundary. 
This affords a seoond oomplete solution, and it may be observed 
that the summations of stress differences can be checked by 
* ‘‘Experimental Determination of the Distribution of Stre86 and 
By Professors Filon and Coker, B. A. Report, 1914, 
pp. 201-210. 
t “The Investigation of Stressas in a Rectangular Beam by Yeam 
of Polarid Light.” By Professor L. N. G .  Filon, Phil. Mag., January, 
ma. 
Strain in Solids.” 
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comparing the calculated values with the observed stress differ- 
enwe a t  the chosen point by aid of the known relation 
-pY# = ( p  - $7) COR 20 . . 4  
A third iaethod affords a value of ( p +  q )  by measurement Qf 
the ohange in the thickness e of the specimen due to stress. This 
lateral change is clearly proportiond to the sum of the effent6 
of the prinaipal stresses at any point, and also depends on ithe 
modulus E of the material and Poisson's ratio m, 80 that E m y  
be exprewed as 
where t is the ihicknem of the plate under no strew. POW 
measurements are therefore required to determine ( p + q )  at any 
point, namely, E ,  va, E and t ,  bat i n  practice the last three can 
be avoided i f  the measured value of E is compared with that given 
by a simple tension member cut from the same plate as the 
specimen. 
Attention may be direcked to the magnitude of E for differenb 
materials. The material used in these experiments is Q in. thick 
and m has a value of about 2.5 while E is 300,000 in pound and 
inch units, so that for a stress intensity of 1 lb. per sq. in. ths 
lateral change amounts to about one-three millionth of an inch. 
If it is wtimted  that a stress of 5 lb. per sq. in. is to be debated, 
a change of one-six hundred thousandth of an inch must be 
mslasurable. For steel m may be taken as 4 and E a8 30,000,000, 
MI that in  a bar half an inch thick a change of in. oor- 
responds to streee 400 lb. per sq. in. 
An' instrument of this required awuracy is shown in Fig. 6 .  
It consists of a frame A carrying a calibrating screw B, the point 
of which bears against one side of the apecimen X and is immedi- 
ately opposed to a needle C sliding in a cylindrioal hole, and 
having its outer end in aontad with the short arm D of a lightr 
bell crank lever E pivoted at F, and having its outer end G turned 
up to engage with 0, light rod H pivoted at I and carrying a toLirnor 
J .  A light spring K ensures that the bearing poi& remain in  
contact with the plate under stress at a definite and small pressure, 
while the screw B is used to calibrate the readings of lateral 
change, and also to adjust the initial position of the mirror. In  
prackice this instrument requires to be moved to any required 
point of the spscimen, and to carry this out easily and accurately 
it is mounted on a three point suspension, not shown in the 
diagram, so that the bearing points move easily over the mrfw~ 
E = ( p + 9) tlnz E 
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of the specimen. The position of the instrument is regulated 
by two slideis L and M at right angles and controlled by mimv- 
meter screws N with graduated heads reading to one-thousandth 
of an inch. The arrangement of the vertical dide is shown in 
the diagram, while the horizontal one is indicated. The aot.ml 
apparatus used may be, and usually is somewhat more elaborate 
for ease of working, but the principle is the same, and by its 
meam the instrument oan be moved into position very accurately 
The advantage of such an arrangement is more easily judged 
when it is remembered that in ordinary work the change of 
lateral dimensions in a specimen one inch square is usually 
measured at ab\out one hundred points, and in more careful work 
this may be profitably increased to four hundred. 
The oripnai ndihod of meawrement was to obtain readings 
nith the specimen loaded and unloaded, the differenoe repre- 
senting the lateral change. The amount of book-keeping b e a m s  
so serious that a cylindrical recorder has been devised, which 
avoids nwnel-ioal entries in laboratory note-books and all the 
subsequent arithmetic. The apparatus consisks of a circular drum 
0, Fig. 6, mounted on a vertical axle a d  fitted to receive a sheet 
of squared paper The outer end of a lever P pivoted a t  Q 
engages a sleeve on the drum and by the aid of a screw R the 
height can be adjusted to bring the zero line of the drum level 
with the zero position of the measuring instrument 
Each measurement is recorded on its proper line on the squared 
paper by a dot, and all the mnnected measurements of one series 
ar0 finally connected by a conlinuou? curve, so that no difficulty 
is experienced when referring to them later For many of the 
essential details of the measirring apparatu,s the author is 
indebted to his lecture assistant, Mr. I?. H. Withyoombe. It 
will be evident that the record obtained on tlie drum is subjeot t u  
the same kind of correction as is necessary in an ordinary straight 
scale reading. when using a spot of light projected on to a moving 
mirror. If I is the distance of the drum surface from the mirror, 
the true reading is Ze where e is the angnlar movement and the 
actual reading is Ztan8. I n  addition, there is a correction required 
due to the movement of the measuring instrument horizontally, 
thereby altering the value of 1. This latter a-ror is quite small 
i f  the diameter d of the drum is comparable with the distance I, 
and i t  can be altogether avoided either by moving the drum 
horizontally witli the measuring instrument 01- by arranging to 
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reflect a horizontal line of light from the mirror of sufficient length 
to allow for this lateral movement. 
The type of record obtained is shown in Fig. 7, in which 
the curve A represents a no laad reading obtained from a one 
inch square block when loaded as uniformly as possible over 
a distance of t in. at its centre. The line of measurement is in 
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PHOTO-ELASTICITY FOR ENGINEERS. 45 
this case 0'02 in. below the surfaoe of loading. The second curve 
B represents the reading obtained under load, and C is the differ- 
enoe curve. The readings are oorrected for tangential error by the 
Prassurc B lock  3
r Pressure Bfock 
J 
FIG. 8. 
1 
aid of tl ourve indicated on the left hand of the diagram, in whiah 
the correction is very much exaggerated to show it clearly. I t  
represents the value Z(tan 8 - 0). The actual corrections are shown 
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on the right hand diagram, and are barely perceptible. Curves 
of this kind show a series of values of p + q, or numbers propor- 
tional thereto, and they can be used, for example, to obtain mrvw 
of constant ( p  + q )  values. Some are shown as an illustration in 
Fig.  8 for the case mentioned above. They are drawn to give 
values of this stress function, increasing from curve to curve by 
an arbitrary unit of scale, which is ultimately compared with 
values obtained on a block in simple compression, so aa to obtain a 
measure of the stress without the necessity of referring to the 
values of Young's Modulus or Poisson's ratio. 
I t  was hoped that the measurements would be sufficiently 
advanced to show a complete map of the ( p - q )  lines for this 
block, but as this hope has not been realised, owing to new 
apparatus being required to complete these measurements, it must 
suffice to show other cases more fully worked out. I n  these 
examples the values of p and q have been separated, and their 
inclinations determined, so that the solution is complete experi- 
mentally. 
I t  is clear that the general method described above applies to 
any case of stress in a plate loaded i n  its own plane, so that 
whatever be the shape of the member, and the loads upon it, the 
stress distribution can always be measured. I n  many cases the 
work is long and somewhat laborious, but the difficulties met with 
are only of a mechanioal nature. 
I t  may also be mentioned that experiments on such small models 
are not necessarily imperfwt, owing to their minute size, as in 
the optical measurements the pllojecked image may be magnified 
so as to cover a large are'a on a screen, and so enable the detailed 
measurements to be made with m r a c y .  
The measurements of lateral change can also be very accurately 
made and spaced correctly by the use of the micrometer cross 
slide described above. 
Another possible use of photo-elasticity is in the design of the 
elements of machines, and a description of its application for this 
purpose will now be attempted. 
The Design of Machine Elements.-The reasons which determine 
the forms of the elements of a ooniplete machine or structure are 
in general very complex, and not always amenable to calculation. 
The designer has to give due weight to all the considerations whioh 
arise in any given pmblem, and he endeavours to arrive at  a 
solution which will cover all poqsible contingencies. 
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Usually home of the factors affecting a design are not accurately 
known, and can only be estimated approximately, so that the 
problem cannot be stated exactly and the solution may not he the 
beit one for the purpose, owing to this want of definiteness. 
The defect in the data is particularly noticeable in machinery 
problems where questions of varying load, friction, wear, inertia 
and the like are difficult to estimate, while the necessities of manu- 
facture also complicate the problem. Whatever the difficulties may 
be it is the business of the engineer to produoe machines and 
structures which will carry out the objects for which they are 
designed in a safe and economical manner, and all exact Irnow- 
ledge bearing on the subject is helpful. 
Many of the processes of design appear to commence from the 
assumption of a definite form, the scale of which is adjusted by 
the conditions to be met, and one of these conditions is that the 
stress in the material shall not pass a definite limit depending on 
the material employed. This criterion generally determines the 
dimensions of the element, althcugh not entirely, for it usually 
happens that the assumptions made concerning the stress-distri- 
bution are so far approximate that it is necessary to introduce a 
factor of safety, or rather of ignorance, to allow for possible errors 
in the assumptions made. Some advantage would no doubt he 
gained i f  the process of design commenoed at  an earlier sbaige 
with a systematic attempt to find the most suitable form, afterwards 
adjusting the scale to ensure that the stresses shall not exce'ed 
safe values. 
The conditions imposed by manufacturing processes would, in 
general, modify the final result, but even this would depend very 
much on the objeots in view, and in cases where the importance 
of obtaining the maximum strength for a given weight of material 
is paramount, the methods of manufacture could no doubt be 
adjnsted to suit, while in others the necessity of cheap production 
might modify a design very materially. 
I f ,  however, the design of an element i i  assumed to depend 
primarily upon obtaining the most suitable form to bear the load 
iinlio~ed upon it,  then we are at liberty to  adopt any critcrioii 
which appears likely to attain this end, and to judge of its value 
by the results attained. 
If by way of example the simple case of a tension iiieinber is 
taken, in which a pull is transmitted by pins at each end, thcn it 
is clear that a rectangular outline, such ns is shown in Fig. 9, hrr3 
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the defect that, in the body of the member, the stress is muoh lese 
than in the neighbourhood of a pin, and much economy of material 
with a better distribution of stress is given, if the outline is modified 
somewhat as shown by dotted lines, whereby the main section of 
the link is fixed by the ability of the material to withstand the 
tensional load without overstress, and the contour of the end is 
designed so that it shali not be anywhere stressed beyond the 
capacity of the material. 
This problem of determining the shape of a tension or com- 
pression member at a pin joint has exercised the minds of many 
engineers, and numerous solutions have been given. An analysis 
of their merits would be an interesting study, but the various 
forms are merely mentioned here to show that this problem has 
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afforded many different answers. I1 is possible that some of thp 
well-known standard shapes were originally assumed in a some- 
what arbitrary manner, or at, the dictates of manufacturing neces- 
sities, and their scale determined by experiments on links tested 
to destruction. 
If, howcver, a commencement is made with a definite principle 
of design, one which may possibly be helpful, is to shape the 
contour by following the lines of principal stress, subject to what- 
ever initial conditions it may be necessary and-reasonable to 
impose. 
As mentioned earlier, whatever may be the shape of a plate, 
and the distribution of the loads upon it in its own plane, there 
are at  every point two principal stressas at  right angles, and their 
directions can be found i f  the plate is placed in a beam of light 
pawing through crossed Nicol's prisms. 
In  this example i f  the distance between the pins is considerable, 
the main body of the member may be taken to be of uniform 
cross section, and the shape of the ends may be determined by 
tracing the directions of the lines of principal stress in a plate 
shaped in such a fashion that the temporary boundary of the end 
allows free development of these lines. 
I f ,  for example, the temporary contour has the form of a curve 
A, Fig. 10, having the line of load as an axis of symmetry, then a 
new contour B can be obtained, which is everywhere tangential 
to the directions of principal stress, and which may be taken m a 
first approximation to the shape sought. 
Experiment shows that the arbitrarily chosen form of the 
contour A influences the form of the contour B, especially if the 
two are close together, and for this remon it appears desirable to 
begin by choosing an ample boundary in order to obtain curves 
of principal stress not influenced by contour conditions. Having 
in this manner obtained a number of possible boundaries, one of 
these may be chosen and the plate may be cut to this form for 
further experiment. An examination of this form in the polari- 
scope then shows to the eye the distribution of the stress differenoe 
p - q  throughout the member, and in the present instance the 
maximum stress intensity is found to be at the pin, with a maxi- 
mum tensional stress at  the inner point C of the transverse cross 
section, and a maximum compression stress at  a corresponding 
point D of the longitudinal section. It is therefore apparent that 
a more detailed examination is advisable in order to determine 
COKER. n 
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the stress distribution at these sections, and the measurements may 
be carried out in one of the ways already indiaated. The choice 
of material of which the link is to be made is also important, for 
if it is intended to use a ductile material then the experimental 
raearchee of Mr. Guest show that shear stress is the oritsrion of 
failure, and for brittle materials there is evidence supporting the 
theory that the major principal stress determines failure. I n  either 
case there is no difficulty in determining the stress distribution 
I I 
FIG. 10. FIR. 11. 
fo r  the criterion adopted, and it is particularly easy for the former 
since the stress difference colour effects show the shear strew 
directly. 
The variations of stress difference at the cross sections are indi- 
cated in Fig. 11, and it is apparent thlat a further modification of 
the design may be useful and desirable in order to prevent failure 
at the pin, owing to excemive stress concentration there. 
The link is accordingly increased in cross section by the addition 
of bosses of sufficient diameter to reduce the stress to a safe value, 
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and the dimensions of these latter are determined by the shape of 
the stress distribution curves. 
Considerations of manufaature would probably not allow of 
this latter modification in a suspension bridge link, but there would 
probably be sufficient justification for making this further ohange 
in an eye bolt for an aeroplane. 
i 
FIG. 12. 
A further consideration depends also on the material employed, 
for when the yield point is passed in ductile material the variations 
of stress distribution become less pronounced and tend towards 
equality. 
In a brittle material, however, the variations of stress distribu- 
tion persist, and failure is determined by the maximum stress 
concentration. 
1) 2 
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The general principles of the method outlined here by reference 
to a particular m e ,  m,ay be applied to other problems with suitable 
modifications, and one or two may be indioated here. 
A most frequent type' of discontinuity in engineering p r d m  
is that produoed by a circular hole in a p k h ,  and it may be useful 
to inquire what form the contour of a compmsion member of 
mtangulax cross section will assume when pierced by a centrally 
disposed hole. 
Instances of this kind are frequent in machines, in built up 
members oonnected together at intervals by rivets with distance 
pieces between them, and also in lacing bars for affording lateral 
support to rolled sections. 
In  this case a commencement is made with a wide rectangular 
plate A, Fig. 12, compressed between bearing faces of ample 
width. 
By the aid of the polariscope a sufficient number of curves are 
obtained, as indicated, which at every point are tangential to a 
direction of pTincipal stress. They are obviously symmetrically 
disposed about a vertical axis pmsing through the centre of the 
hole, and a pair may be chosen to form the required contour and 
the redundant material removed. 
An examination of this newly shaped member shows that the 
maximum stresses oomr at two points on the periphery of the 
ciroular hole at the extremities of a horizontal diameter, and at  
these plams the principal stress normal to the periphery of the 
hole is zero, and the other is therefore readily determined by an 
optical meamrement. The curve of stress distribution along this 
horizontal section is determined as before and is indicated in 
the figure: from it the width can be obtained for a simple plate 
member, to give a safe stress distribution. 
The addition of bosses may also be advantageous where the 
width of the member is limited and the strew at the hole is great. 
I n  the great majority of came the discontinuity caused by a 
c i r d a r  hole- in a member is not as simple as in this last example. 
Usually a pin fib into the hole and produces bearing pressure 
upon it. There are endleea vdetieis of this kind of connection 
in  machinery, and no doubt it would be an advantage to examine 
some of the more frequently occurring examples, but a simple 
example must sdce-that of an ordinary equal armed lever. 
Adopting an ample contour, in this case a redangle, Fig. 13, 
and applying forces by the pins as indiaated, it is not difliaulh 
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FIG. 13. 
I- T 
- -  Fro. 14. - -  
FIG. 15. 
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to draw on the projeoted image of this primitive lever a seriec, 
of aurvecs of principal strew which intersect at  right angles. One 
wet, mainly tension lines, indicates a new shape for the lever, and 
the other set, mainly compression lines, and shown by dotted 
fin*, k, for the moment, regarded as redundant. The form so 
fax evolved iS suilioient in that the applied forces can be 
transmitted by it, but they oannot be revermd, and still maintain 
the pins in position. An obvious expediment irJ to duplicate the 
mrvm obtained, md this has been doue in Fig. 14, although this 
latter now pments re-entrant angles owing to the duplimtion. 
To avoid this diffidty tramition m v m  are drawn to complete 
the figwee, aa indioated by the dotted curves in Fig. 14. 
One complete curve may now be selected as a sh5pe for further 
experiment, as shown in Fig. 15, and the stress distribution 
debrmined. Experiment shows that the pins produoe great looal 
pressures, so that in the find form the material round the pins is 
inoreased by bosses as indicated in Fig. 15. 
These simple examples of design by the aid of experimental 
evidenoe afforded by the polariscope, are probably sufficient to 
illustrate the idea suggested at the commencement of this section 
of the paper. The criterion adopted may possibly not be the most 
suitable for the purpose, but it does in many case8 give shapea 
and form to simple members which are not inconsistent with 
expsrienoe. Even if this is not granted, there are advantages 
in experinients 011 transparent models which are quite independent 
of any particular system of design and are appli'oable to an 
arbitrary procedure, suoh as a method of trial and error, until a 
suitable shape is evolved. The experiments determine the stress 
at a point, they afford information concerning looal stresses likely 
to produce failure, which cannot be obtained so readily on \the 
actual member; they &o show points of failure, and the positions 
where shear stress is most interne, without any special form of 
measurement. The initial stages in the design of a suitable form 
for a member under strew can also be carried out with rapidity 
and at small cost. 
A feature, characteristic of design based on lines of principal 
stress, is the almost complete absence of straight lines and circles in 
the solution, and there seem to be few cases in which these can 
occur. The examples described show this clearly, and they indicate 
that, if the principle is a sound one, the accidental circumstance that 
lines and circles are easier to draw than any other curves may 
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lead to defects in a design where great 3trengtli is required for a 
minimum u eight of material. Further esperieiice 1s necewary 
hoivever to prove whether the additional difficulty of manufacture 
would be sufficiently compensated for by increased strength iii a 
member designed in this way. There seems, however, to  be no 
doubt that defects in design may often be traoed to a slafvish 
adherence to the usual drawing instruments. 
In conclusion, I wish to express my sincere thanks to the Com- 
mittee of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
for the help which they have so kindly afforded me 
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DISCUSSION. 
Dr. H. S. HELE-SHAW, in opening the discuswion, said: The 
author's work has led him into the discovery of a p a t  method of 
research which is much more important than the discovery of an 
isolated fact. For instance, the discovery of a star may be most 
interesting but of no urn to anybody, whereas a method of 
research is something the possibilities of which are illimitable. 
Again, there are many methodis of research that do not appeal 
to us in the direct way that this optical method does., Whe 
Riintgen ray, for instance, was a great discovery, but its 
vaiue was greatly enhanced because it is a method of optical 
research, but that of the author has got one advantage over 
Rontgen rays in  that it is a mlour method, and this appeals to 
us more a h n g l y  still. My own method of stream-line study waa 
used for investigating stresses, and although it fulfilled its function 
in liquid motion and for electrical research, it was not really 
correct for application to the stresses in solid bodies, though many 
of the diagrams that were produced were very much like the real 
streiss lines. Thus, I am able to say how heartily I welcome this 
reaemch of the author's, which has now extended over several 
years and whioh gives us for the first time in mechanical science 
a true insight into the exact stresses that w e  at  work in materials. 
I f  the author had only discovered a qualitative method he would 
have done ia p t  thing, but he has done a great deal more; he ha5 
also given UE a quantitative method. He has thus given to the 
engineer a method of research by which he can actually investi- 
gate stremes iwhioh, as far m I can see, we had no polnsible way 
of even guessing at before. 
Dr. WALTER ROSENHAIN: My own feeling in  the matter is that 
whereas some of us have been engaged for some time in trying 
to get deeper into the meoreis of the materials of engineering and 
in getting to know a little more about what goes on within them 
when they are used and stressed, the author is working on the 
other side and is helping the good work by enabling us to know 
what mnditiom of stress these materials are really exposed to 
when they @re put into our machines and structures, and I am 
sure that everyone will recognise that this is at least as vital a 
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knowledge of materials, more vital perhaps. Materials to some 
extent are !a matter of choice; stresses in many cases are a ma&r 
of necessity. I had seen severd ot.her demonstrations by the 
author and knew what to expect, but the perfection to whioh he 
has now carried his methods and the manner in which he has 
developed the quantitative side of the work are extremely 
brilliant and hold the greatest possible promise for the future. 
Mr. A. A.  REMINGTON: I would like partimlarly to point out 
that the author is one of the few who are working on means for 
telling us what happens to the materials we use when stressed 
within the elastic limit. I n  the past most tests, and most of the 
information given by tests, have been in connection with what 
happens to the material when the elastic limit is passed and the 
material actually deforms non-elastically. Here we have a method 
which shows us what happens before the elastic limit is reached, 
which is what we have all along wanted to know, and even if  we 
find the means for determining the absolute stresses from the 
author’s pictures cumbersome, I think we, as engineers, can make 
extensive use of the method to our great advantage for the rapid 
and accurate determination of stress distribution. I was pleased 
to hear the “ factor of ignorance” mentioned. It is a term I am 
rather fond of, and I think it teaches a lesson rather bettier than 
the usual term ‘‘ factor of safety.” The effect on distribution of 
strew of notching or putting a hole i n  a beam seems liable to 
make an engineer uneasy when he designs anything of more 
oomplicated form than a straight line, but I suppose the same 
method of investigation that shows us the unequal distribution will 
also show us how the stresses oan be equaliaed. Indeed, the 
author has shown us something in that direction, but not very 
convincingly. I am very much with the author in his remarks 
on T squares and compasses, and I believe that in the past the use 
of the orthodox drawing instrumenis and the facility with which 
T squares and set squares and compasses can be used has been 
responsible for very many failures of engineering structures. I 
d o  not know whether the author intends introducing to inspectom 
these immuring instruments of precision he mentioned, but it 
is  desirable, from some points of view, that instruments that will 
measure millionths of an inch with facility should not become too 
oommon. 
I should like to ask, in the case of the little block plwsed on 
the big block, i f  both are of the same material, or whether tihe 
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material of which the little block is made is harder than that of 
the big block. 
THE INSTITUTION OF AI;'lOMOHILE ENGINEERS. 
Prof. COKER: No, they were both of the same material. 
Mr. REMINGTON: All the demonstrations we have were made 
on materials stressed transversely to the beam of light. I shonld 
like to ask i f  stresses parallel with the beam of light can be deter- 
mined with equal facility; for example, could the stress distribu- 
tion in flat plates be seen?-always a troublesome matter for 
the engineer. Perhaps the author could extend into that line of 
research and demonstrate to us by illustrations of flat plates loaded 
in the centre the alteration in stwss distribubion when the plate 
is supported all round, when supported on two sides, when sup- 
ported at  the corners, and also when supported by bolts variously 
distributed. A flat plate held by bolts and loaded by pressure 
is a common case to the engineer and the stresses therein are very 
difficult to determine with accuracy. In  an aeronautical engine 
we frequently have a cylinder held down to a crankcase by 4, 6 
or  8 bolts and subjected to stresses tending to lift it off the crank- 
case, and that produces stresses in the flange, the distribution of 
which we know little about, except that these bolts holding 
cylinders to crankcases are very liable to break. 
Mr. J. H. S. DICKENSON: I have followed the author's work 
with extreme interest for some years past, and have found his 
illustrations of stmss ooncentration, at radii and so on, of great 
assistance in demonstrating to engineers the reasons why varion3 
steel parts have failed in service, although the material of which 
they were made was perfectly good. I am quite sure that many 
motor designers do not oonsider the po,ssibility of stress concen- 
tration as they should, and even if they realise the bad effect of 
sharp radii, or holes, in producing stress conoentration, fail to 
gmsp the magnitude of the variations so produced. 
Figs. 16 and 17 indicate how dangerous stress variations may be 
unneoesmrily produced in service, either as the result of unfortn- 
nate design, or indifferent workinanship. Fig.  16 shows the position 
of the enlarged portion shown in section in Fig.  17, which is cut 
longitudinally at the junction between a crankshaft web and the 
radius connecting with the adjoining pin. I t  will be seen that 
although the web and pin are connected by a generous radius 
which would serve to reduce stress ooncentration, yet the whole 
of this advantage is lost, and high stresses are produced at a point 
where actual undercutting occurs. This was, no doubt. intended 
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FIU. 16. 
FIQ. 17. 
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to be a secondary radius. The crankshaft failed by fatigue at the 
point indicated by the arrow in Fig. 17, which is exactly where 
the greatest stress conoeritration might be expected. The author’s 
demonstration enables us to imagine the intensity of the stresses 
which were probably thrown upon the surface crystals of the 
steel at this point. In  this case the failure may be ascribed partly 
to the faulty design and partly to bad machining having acoentu- 
ated the strem eoncentration which would have been produced 
in any w e .  
Fig. 18 is taken from the half section of a motor crankshaft 
which has been sliced longitudinally down the middle, from end 
to end, thus exposing the oil-holes drilled diagonally from journal 
to pin through the webs. 
Fm. 18. 
It is obvious that the stress at the radii 
between jo&mls and webs, or pins and webs, which must be 
considerable in any caw, will be greatly intensified by the &I- 
holes whioh closely approach the radii at a series of points along 
the crankshaft. The author has clearly shown the effect of +, 
and of holes, in leading to stress concentration, and in the present 
caw we have the two together. It is not surprising that this c r d -  
shaft should have failed by fatigue commencing at one of the 
radii thus dditionally weakened. 
Perhaps the author will be able to exprsas some opinion aa to 
the precise effect of the juxtaposition of oil-holes, and radii, in 
this, by no means unique, example. In  showing these typiaal 
illustrations, which further illustrate some remarks I m& in my 
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paper of November, 1915,’ I think it is made clear that some 
automobile and aero designers may derive inuch benefit from a 
study of the author’s method. I am convinced that if this were 
generally done, and the lessons carried into practice, inany quite 
unnemssary failuree, for which the steel is often blamed too 
readily, might be avoided. 
Dr. A. THURSTON: I t  has been my privilege for some time now 
to consider, in an official capacity, the streses in the various parts 
of aircraft, and it has often been necessary to endeavour to picture 
the stre- that are occurring in various complicated parts. The 
author, if  I understand him, has taken a substance which has the 
same strength in tension its in  conipressioit. I n  aircraft we often 
have to &d with materials, such as wood, which have different 
strengths in different directions. I t  would be inbresiing if  the 
author could carry on his researches to cover this point. I would 
a h  like to ask whether it is possible with opaque substances, 
such as steel, to obtain the same brilliant insight into the; stresses 
which are occurring in coinplioated parts. 
I hope the author will carry on his researches since, in the case 
of aeroplanes, if we can save sufficient weight to improve the 
performance it is worth any amount of machining. If the author 
oould take the various parts of aeroplanes and show where we 
can save weight by machining, as by different shapes and mn- 
tours and adopting standard lugs, etc., we should be enabled to 
mve weight and thus get what we want principally in our aero- 
planes, namely, ability to climb at the maximum rate. 
Mr. L. A. LEGROS: There are one or two points in  which we 
may be able to get a little further in  the future by extensions of 
the application of the author’s method, and one that I have par- 
ticularly in mind is that connected with cracks which occur 
in material under stress. It is known that a crack in a 
window pane or other material can be atopped by drilling a small 
hole at the end of the crack, and the reason why that should be 
so is ahown very clearly by one of the author’s specimens, but 
there is another point, and that is, that a radius of insuffioient size 
is apt to start a crack. It would be quite possible, it seems to me 
-1 do not know the properties of the nitro-cellulose that is used- 
but it mems to me from the way in which i t  behaved in front of 
the screen, that it should be possible to get some result4 by intro- 
* SeeProc. J. A .  E. vol X.. p. 3. 
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ducing nicks of small radii into the skin of this material and 
subjecting it to a certain number of alternations of stress, and 
then to examine the material 80 that information might be obtained 
&s to where cracks originate, and how. I do not know if the 
author has considered this seriously, but in view of the fact that 
it has taken years of risky experimentation by railway engineers 
and others to get at what constitutes fairly safe practice without 
knowing exaotly why it was safe-and the same thing has had 
to be gone through by motor car engineers and the designers of 
aeroplanes-this point might be further elucidated by the method 
whioh the author has put  before us. Can he state whether it is 
worth considering or not from his knowledge and the results he 
has obtained? 
Mr. 0. D. NORTH: I presume that an enormous number of 
structures-parts of engines, for instance-are habitually stressed 
beyond the elastic limit in use. I should like to hear from the 
author whether he considers that experimmta made beyond the 
elastic limit are at all reliable, and whether they throw any light 
on what would happen in practioe? Would it be possible to 
experiment on opaque materials by polishing them and putting 
n very thin film of oelluloid on them which could be depmited 
in a solution? 
Mr. C. E. G. HOUSE: I should like to suggest an alternative con- 
struction for the apparatus shown in Fig. 6 that the author may 
care to consider in any future re-design. My criticism of the 
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form shown is that: (1 )  a series of levers are shown where on0 
is sufficient; ( 2 )  a pin joint, F ,  is shown where a knife edge would 
give a far more accurate result; (3) the length of the parts of the 
recording levers is so long as to render errors probable; (4) the 
tan 0 correction could be automatically eliminated by suitable 
design. 
In my alternative design the strut C is guided horizontptlly, 
the lpver D has the mirror directly attached at  any point, and the 
fnlcnrin F is replaced by a knife edge vertioally belaw the 
point of contact of C and D in their normal position, 3s shown in 
Fig. 19. 
The elimination of the tan 6, correction is shown by Fig. 20.  
If the lever F B  is moved through an angle 0, to the poeition FBI,  
the ixflected ray of light F O  will also be moved through the 
angle 0 to F O 1 .  Prom the similarity of the triangles FBBl and 
F001, it follows that 001 will always be to BB in the same ratio. 
FIG. 20. 
Prof. COKER, in replying on the discussion, said: 13r. Hele- 
Shaw has stsated that the methods described in the paper are 
quantitative. and it may perhaps be added that they are applicable 
to any body which can be cut from a sheet, whiIe they might with 
some modifications be used for cylindrical members. S t m m  lines 
in a fluid moving between boundaries are often very like lines of 
principal stress in a solid with similar boundaries, but it has been 
demonstrated, as Dr. Hele-Shaw has pointed out, that there is no 
real correspondence between them. 
Dr Rosenhain very aptly remark., that “materials to some 
oxtent are a m)atter of choioe; stresses in many cases are a matter 
of necessity.” These latter are diffioult, if not impossible to ileter- 
mine by calculation, in most practical problems, so that reliance 
must be placed on experimental evidenoe of some kind. 
Mr. Remington remarked that the author had shown some 
examples of methods for equalising stresses, but they were not very 
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convincing. Had he gone further and given his reasons for this 
view, it would have given the author an opportunity of replying tt, 
his criticism. Hia view is an expressi,on of opinion not reinforced 
by ai-guinent. 
Mr. Remington also asks if  the methods described are applicable 
to  caes  in which the stresses are parallel with the beam of light, 
and meiitions as an example the case of a flat plate, such as 0 
cylinder cover held down by bolts and exposed to pressure on one 
side Cases like these have been the subject of experiment, bnt 
so far they have not been ~ u m s s f u l  in determining stress distribu- 
t iui i ,  iiiaiiilj bccau-c of the non-unifoimity of the stress in the 
section of the plate. 
hlr .  Dickenson quotes an extrcinely interesting case of stress 
in a crankshaft, Fig. 17, which is somewhat more complicated 
than the case quoted in the paper, although it is of the same type. 
In t8his example the failure occurred at a point which could easily 
be &own by the aid of a transparent model to be of great stress 
wiicentration. His secon'd example, Fig. 18, with oil holes drilled 
diapnally through the cidiikshaft froiii the journal to the pin, is 
another example of the combined effects of a hole and a small 
radius producing great stresses in the narrow part between these 
boundaries. Mr. Dickenson states that failure occurred at one 
of the radii, and although this may be true, it  must not be forgotten 
that it is quite poissible for the stress to be greater at  a point of 
the drilled hole nearest to one of the radii An example of this 
latter kind is the case of a beam of rectangular section with a 
hole drilled through it near the top or bottom I n  such a ease 
the stress at one or more points of the hole may easily exceed the 
stress at the outermost parts of the bent bemi Another example 
is afforded by the case of a pulley secured to a shaft by a sunk key, 
or a bolt passing through the boss of a pulley into a tapped OF 
drilled hole made in the shaft for securing the pulley thereto (this 
latter w e ,  though m e ,  is not unknown in practice). In the 
former case there is very great concentration of stress in the shaft 
at  the groove angle, and in the latter at the bottom of the hole in  
the shaft A number of typical examples could no doubt be easily 
prepared to show, by optical projection, the conoentration of stress 
produced in faulty design. 
Dr. Thurston mentions the case of material which is stronger 
in compression than in  tension, as a variation horn type and not 
oovered by the material wed here. This might be a difficulty in 
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swme cases, but it may be pointed out that, within the smaller 
&tic limit of a perfectly elastic material, the stress distribution 
would not be affected. Cast-iron is much stronger in compression 
than in tension, but the stress distribution in a beam of this 
material is similar to that of a steel beam within the elastic limits 
of each material. 
rl'he aeleotropic chaiiacter of timber is, however, a further diffi- 
culty, and it is not a perfectly elastic body, so that optical experi- 
ments might possibly need some correction to ensure great 
accuracy when applying the results to aeroplane frames. As 
regards opaque bodies the author believes that it has not been 
found possible to determine stress distribution therein with the 
same ease las with transparent bodies, but it has been frequently 
demonstrated that the results obtained with the latter are readily 
applicable to opaque bodies. The author believes that designing 
by the aid of optical experiments on models will enable weight to 
be saved in the parts of aeroplanes, and thereby increase the 
efficiency of the machine as a whole, for such experiments add 
materially to our knowledge of stress distribution, and must help 
the judgement of the designer. 
Mr. L-egros has raised the important qu&stion of the effects of 
cracks and the way in which they originate. Whe author has no 
doubt that much valuable data could be gained by experiments 
on various forms of cracks and notches, and the effects of alternat- 
ing forces upon them. A few experiments of this type have been 
dwcribed by the author in earlier papers, but there seems no doubt 
that a systematic investigation over a wide range of examplw 
would be well worth carrying out. 
Mr. North asks i f  experiments on stresses beyond the elastic 
limit am reliable. ilssnming that he wfers to transparent materiak 
it may be said that, so far as the author is aware, the laws of 
optical behaviour of stressed materials beyond the elastic limit 
are not at present known, but if they mn be determined it might be 
possible to obtain much further knowledge of straw distribution 
in materials whkh have reached the plastic stage. Some informa- 
tion was recently obtained by one of the author's research col- 
leagues, t,he late Mr. Satale?, a Japanese student of rare ability, 
whose early death is a great loss to scientific research. brief 
riotice of his work is given in a discourse at the Royal Institution 
in February, 1916 
c'oli ER. E 
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Mr. North a&s if any information oould be gained by experi- 
ments on polished opaque materiah coated with celluloid. In 
such wee the strains in both materials would be nearly equal, but, 
in general, the strmees in the celluloid would be very small and 
the colour effects hardly visible, so that the stress distribution 
mould be very difficult to determine. The directions of principal 
stress are, however, p r a c t i d y  independent of stress intensity, so 
that it might be possible to obtain these by this method. 
Mr. House suggests a very neat arrangement for an extenso- 
meter to avoid tangentid error. Phis arrangement might be used 
with advantage if the multiplication of the actual strain were to 
be made about fifty times that shown in his figure, and means were 
provided of preventing vertioal displacement of the blook D and 
the oonsequent alteration in  leverage. 
THE INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE ENQINEBRB.  
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COMMUNICATION. 
Mr. H.  GRINSTEAD wrote: I n  aeroplane design, in  which it is 
of the utmost importance to reduce the weight of all parts 80 
long as the necessary strength is provided, the problem of design- 
ing for the least weight for a given strength is always arising. 
The author has put forward a method of designing for this 
ondition, but in the way in which he placed it before US the 
proposal is not very convincing, as no definite reasons are advanced 
aa to why it should give the result required, and no reference is 
made to actual tests to support it .  
I wish to inquire, therefore, i f  any teists have been made on 
Linkis designed by this method, by testing first the link as designed 
and then others with what might appear superfluous metal 
removed, and comparing tlic weight required for the same 
strength. 
It would appear that a more uniformly stressed shape would 
be obtained by making the outline follow lines of uniform strew 
rather than of principal stress. 
I n  reply to the communication, Dr. COKER wrote: Mr. Grinstead 
states that the author's method of designing is not convincing 
since no definite reasons are given why it should give the result 
required, and no reference is made to actual tests to support it. 
I n  suppost of the views expressed in the paper, it may be 
permissible to say that the processes described have been employed 
to shape an eye-bar to give the most uniform stress possible in the 
material, and a definite shape was evolved unlike any known to 
the author. On referring the matter to Dr. Hele-Shaw and the 
Editor of Engineering, Dr. W. H. Maw, they at once pointed 
out that experiments on metal eye-bars for bridgea made many 
years before, at Phomnixville in the United States, had been the 
means of evolving a very efficient form by a trial and error method, 
and the shape so obtained was very nearly the same as that found 
independently by experiments on transparent material. This 
result is therefore encouraging, although it is quite possible that 
some other criterion may prove to give better shapee. Mr. Grin- 
F.2 
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stead suggests that “ a  more uniformly stressed shape would be 
obtained by making the outline follow lines of uniform stress 
rather than of principal stress,” and it may be pointed out that the 
author’s method has this end in view, so far as it is realisable, but 
that the data afforded by the experiments do not give this informa- 
tion in a form which is readily applicable for designing purpotxa. 
THE INS’CITUTLON OF AUTOMOHI JJK ENGINEERS. 
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